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Abstract. The authors’ interest is focused on advanced recommending func-
tionalities proposed by more and more Internet websites w.r.t. the selection of 
movies, e-business sites, or any e-purchases. These functionalities often rely on 
the Internet users’ opinions and evaluations. A « movie-recommender » appli-
cation is presented. Recommender websites generally propose an aggregation of 
the user’s evaluations critics according to different relevant criteria w.r.t. the 
application. The authors propose an Information Processing System (IPS) to 
collect, process and manage as automatically as possible these opinions or crit-
ics to support this multi criteria evaluation for recommendation. The RS (Re-
commender System) firstly proposes information extraction techniques in order 
to classify the available users’ critics w.r.t. the criteria implied in the evaluation 
process and  to automatically associate numerical scores to these critics. Then 
multicriteria techniques are introduced to numerically evaluate, compare and 
rank the competing movies the critics are reported to. Finally the RS is pre-
sented as an interactive Decision-Making Support System (DMSS) relying on a 
sensibility analysis of the movies ranking. A particular attention is paid to the 
automation of the information phase in the decision-making process: movie 
comments cartography according to users’ evaluation criteria and attribution of 
a partial score to each critic considered as the expression of a value judgment in 
natural language. 

1   Problematic Introduction 

The impact of Information and Communication Sciences and Technologies is a kernel 
factor in developing our modes of organization, if not our societies. The economist 
and Nobel prizewinner H.A.Simon introduced the term of decisional computer sci-
ences [20]. Regardless of how humans are involved in systems nowadays, the systems 
are so complex that increasingly intricate and inescapable dynamic Information Proc-
essing Systems (IPS) are bound to emerge [21]. The aim of such an IPS is to develop 
models and methodologies that are predominantly compatible with cognitive modes 
used by human beings when confronted to complex decisions. In particular, in the 
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Simon’s Human Sciences viewpoint, the different phases of a decision-making  
process (DMP) don’t appear as a linear sequence but as a process with multiple possi-
ble cognitive loops. Thus, Intelligence (information), design (representation) and 
choice (selection) phases are necessarily overlapped in a looped DMP contrarily to 
the sequential Operational Research viewpoint [22]. 

The 1990s proved this viewpoint right. Indeed, in the 1990s, there has been an ex-
plosion of information technologies, and thus of choices a person faces. Individuals 
cannot hope to evaluate all available choices by themselves unless the topic of interest 
is severely constrained. When people have to make a choice without any personal 
knowledge of the alternatives, a natural course of action is to rely on the experience 
and opinions of others. We seek recommendations from people who are familiar with 
the choices we face, who have been helpful in the past, whose perspective we value, 
or who are recognized experts [24].Today increasing numbers of people are turning to 
computational Recommender Systems (RS) [4]. Emerging in response to the techno-
logical possibilities and human needs created by the World Wide Web, these systems 
aim to mediate, support, or automate the everyday process of sharing recommenda-
tions [24]. Different types of RS are available on the web. We propose to give a brief 
synthesis in the next paragraph.  

During the last few years, RSs have merged to help users in their quest for relevant 
and personalized information in more and more vast corpus. Several techniques are 
used to design such systems. The most widespread of them is the “Collaborative Fil-
tering” (CF) [7][10]. The CF deals with the users’ preferences w.r.t. the selection of 
given items (books, movies, etc.). It enables to achieve clusters of users who have 
expressed similar tastes. To each user, the CF associates a neighbourhood of users 
who have tastes in common with him. The CF can then propose to a user all the items 
his neighbourhood has previously appreciated and selected as a recommendation. 

A second common approach is the “Content-Based Filtering” (CBF). Applications 
mostly concerns the selection of documents [14][10]. In that case, the CBF deals with 
the characteristics, the properties of the documents and propose to the user documents 
that have similar characteristics or properties to those he has already consulted. The 
goal is therefore to find semantic neighbouring documents. For several years now, 
many research studies in the natural language processing (NLP) and the text-mining 
communities provide relevant tools for this issue [17][6][8][1]. These systems are 
based on statistic and semantic representations of documents. 

RSs have been implemented in several domains on the web.  Recommendation of 
e-business sites has been a privileged application domain [18][19][13]. However users 
still hesitate to take for granted the RS propositions. Recommendations lack credibil-
ity because they are considered as a means of hidden advertising. So a new generation 
of RS sites has merged:  they are based upon the gathering and management of users’ 
feedback experiences. This experience feedback from web users is better accepted in 
the context of recommendation. Our RS system belongs to this category.  

Nevertheless the data gathering and management in RS is often a daunting task be-
cause not enough supported. For example, the “expert” user must firstly give his opin 
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ion in natural language (NL) and then he is generally compelled to provide with a 
score (precise values, stars, etc.) consistent with the content of his experience feed-
back in NL. This score is essential to perform any further numerical evaluation in a 
recommendation perspective but the consistency checking between it and the NL 
report isn’t supported at all. Furthermore, the evaluation of the compared items  
(products, services, etc.) generally relies on several criteria and thus necessitates the 
reiteration of the previous step for each dimension of the evaluation issue! All these 
« manual » and repetitive tasks have a deterrent effect upon the voluntary “expert” 
users! We propose to automatically orchestrate these fastidious steps.   

As a singular (but representative) case of study, we focus on movie selection sup-
port systems, the “movie recommenders” [15][4]: many web sites offer movie advises 
and evaluations to film lovers looking for a movie on Internet. The NL feedback ex-
perience is here the film critic. The critics are picked up either in specialized journals 
or written down by the RS’s users. Scores are associated to the movies’ critics. Gen-
erally a purely qualitative value is required for this partial score. Imprecise values like 
stars are also often used, a star representing a bounded interval of scores. Assigning a 
score to a critic is a delicate and subjective task. However, this redundancy represents 
a genuine asset in the framework of RS [4]. Indeed, the RS provides its customers 
with very synthetic pieces of information through these scores: they enable to provide 
the RS’s users with the ranking of the competing movies and any other aggregated 
indicators such as average scores upon the film buffs’ critics. Nevertheless, the web-
masters of the RS sites recommend themselves: “… I recommend you to prefer the 
critic in NL when available rather than to mere synthetic scores…”The critic in NL is 
a rhetorical element that elucidates and legitimates the afferent score. Indeed, human 
beings often use reasoning on real numbers (precise or not, reliable or not), thus the 
critic must be the symbolic transcription of the score. This transcription is a rather 
tedious and difficult task because subjectivity is inherent to the user’s evaluation. For 
example the meaning of a star can differ from one user to another.  

Furthermore, movies are generally evaluated through several criteria (script, actor, 
cast, production, music…). Thus, a score assigned to a critic is a partial evaluation of 
the movie w.r.t. a given criterion. The global score attributed to a movie then corre-
sponds to the aggregation of its partial scores w.r.t. each criterion. Until recently, the 
most common aggregation tool, which is used in multi-criteria decision-making, is the 
weighted arithmetic mean, as it is the case in many recommender systems [4]. Movies 
are then ranked according to the aggregated scores they have been assigned. The 
recommendation principle underlying our RS is based on coupling a base of NL crit-
ics and an information fusion system based on multi criteria techniques. All these 
steps will be succinctly described, but this paper is only focused on the automated 
transcription procedure that enables to attribute a partial score to a critic in NL and on 
the critics mapping w.r.t. the set of criteria proposed by the RS. 

Section 2 describes the automatic critic/score transcription. Section 3 explains the 
automated mapping of the critics w.r.t. the set of criteria established by the RS. Sec-
tion 4 presents the complete processing of the critics in the evaluation, comparison 
and selection processes implied in the movies RS. 
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2   Critic-Score Transcription 

The first step in our critics processing is how to automatically extract scores from 
collected movie critics. The score reflects the value judgment expressed in NL in the  
critic. In this paper we only deal with qualitative scores: the comments and critics will 
be classified either “positive” or “negative”.  The automated critic/score transcription 
consists in the following steps:  

− Construction of a movie critics database with the labels “positive” and “negative”, 
− Extraction of all the lemmatized words from the critics database with the Synapse 

analyser [23]. 
− The list of these lemmatized words is the support of our text representation: each 

critic can thus be represented as a Boolean vector whose each coordinate is a Boo-
lean that expresses the presence or not of the corresponding lemmatized keyword 
in the critic,  

− Classification by supervised machine learning: we have realized a cross-validation 
campaign to classify the “critics’ vectors” in two classes: positive (P) and negative 
(N). The principle is to build-up several learning sets on already labelled movie 
critics and then to calculate the associated decision trees who will then be used as 
classifiers, 

− Analysis of the trees’ size and their consistency. 

    Each of these steps is described in the following subsections. 

2.1   Decision Trees 

We use a decision tree classification method. The basic ideas of classification with 
decision trees are: 

− In a decision tree, each node corresponds to an attribute different from the class (in 
our case a lemmatized keyword of the critic’s representation vector) and each arc is 
associated to a possible value of this attribute (a Boolean here). A tree leaf speci-
fies the expected class for the records described by the attributes path from the root 
to the leaf. 

− In a decision tree, each node should be associated with an attribute different from 
the class one and that presents the highest informational degree among the attrib-
utes that haven’t been already considered in the path from the root (this property 
defines a good decision tree). 

− For example, entropy is used to measure the information quantity hold by a node 
(This notion has been introduced in the Shannon information theory), 

    In our problematic, the decision tree is build up by machine learning on the P-N—
labelled critics database. 

2.2   A Finalized Representation 

The [1][6][8][17] references present several approaches usable in the documents clas-
sification framework. These approaches are focused on representing a knowledge 
domain and not dedicated to a specific processing of textual information. They are 
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intended to be “multiple uses”. Here, the philosophy of our modelling method is of 
different nature, the genericity of the model is left off in favour of the information  
processing: the aim of the processing is unique, i.e. finding a representation able to 
optimize critics classification in one of the a priori identified class (here P or N class). 
The idea is then indexing the critics in accordance with the most discriminative lem-
matized words for the considered classes. Thus, in our approach the entire critics’ 
corpus representation is guided right from the beginning by the unique processing 
objective set up by the goal. 

2.3   Knowledge Database 

Our tests have been done on a knowledge database filled up with cinema movie critics 
coming from a set of Internet websites. In a first experiment, we have asked to a small 
group of film lovers, so called “the experts” of this experiment, to classify these crit-
ics in two different categories: “positive” (P) or “negative” (N). In our implementa-
tion, we used 176 cinema movie critics where: 88 critics were labelled as negative, 88 
as positive. 

2.4   Complete Key Words Extraction 

A lemmatization with the commercial Synapse analyser is firstly carried out over the 
whole critics database [23]. Thus, the words coming from the same family but differ-
ent only on gender or in numeral attribute, are gathered on one unique lemma. Defi-
nite and indefinite articles are discarded. The corpus includes of this lemmatized 
10765 lemmatized words. A vector representation is associated to the corpus: the 
higher the frequency of the lemmatized word, the lower its coordinate. Each critic is 
then represented by a vector in which the ith coordinate is the frequency in the critic of 
the ith most frequent lemmatized word in the learning corpus. 

2.5   Cross Validation Campaign 

We have used the CART method to compute the decision trees [9]. The Figure 1 
shows an example of a decision tree used for the classification process. This example 
illustrates the movie RS domain. The test performed at each node of the tree node 
tells whether or not a specific word is present in the text for a specific movie critic. To 
calculate which word should be tested at each node a supervised machine learning 
procedure is performed: The word associated to a node is computed so as to minimize 
at this node a measure of the mixing degree of each class. In our case we use the well 
known “Gini” function described in the CART method [9]. 
    We then proceed to a supervised machine learning. Since the size of the knowledge 
base (176 critics) is quite small, we have used the cross validation procedure. We 
have constructed 10 sets of 176 texts. Each of these sets uses 160 texts to compute the 
decision trees and 16 texts for evaluation. The 160 texts are equally distributed in the 
two categories, i.e. 80 texts for each category P-N. In the same way the 16 texts are 
distributed in 8 texts by category P-N. 
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Fig. 1. A Decision Tree Example 

2.6   Performances Estimation Method 

To evaluate the learning results, we use iFβ  score [16]: 
2
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        (1) 

iFβ  is founded on precision and recall measures.  

    In our study β=1 providing the same weight to precision and recall defined as: 

,i i

TPi TPi

TPi FNi TPi FPi
ρ π= =

+ +
  (2) 

TPi, FPi, FNi, respectively define for a class i=P,N the well classified items (i classi-
fied as i), the wrong classified items (j classified as i) and the omitted items (i classi-
fied as j). Precision πi for a class i is the proportion of selected items that are correct. 
Recall ρi for a class i is the proportion of target items that were selected. 

2.7   Performances Estimation for Positive/Negative Evaluation Experiment  

Table 1.
iFβ  values for the 10 training sets and the (P) and (N) categories 

set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1
PF  0.78 0.77 0.82 0.88 0.77 0.67 0.84 0.62 0.75 0.75 

1
NF  0.71 0.84 0.80 0.88 0.76 0.71 0.77 0.74 0.75 0.75 

The results are satisfying since the average for the iFβ  values is more than 76%. 
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2.8   Quality of the Calculated Decision Trees 

The cross validation campaign produced ten decision trees. These trees must now be 
compared in order to verify the homogeneity of the corresponding ten classifiers. In 
particular, we can verify that the keywords implied in the 10 trees are approximately 
the same and that the trees structures are similar. 

The number of words in a tree goes from 19 at minimum to 31 at maximum. That 
means that the number of keywords necessary to index the critics in the score tran-
scription application is a drastic and efficient reduction of the initial representation 
space constituted by the 10765 words of the corpus! Over the set of the 10 computed 
trees, the total number of words used is less than 80. The representation space neces-
sary to the classification task is then limited and allows us to plan light calculations 
processes. In addition, words common to the entire ten trees amount to 20% of the 
total number of words in each tree. 

Our method allows selecting “a posteriori” the space representation adapted to the 
intended goal, the most fitted to the problem and the most efficient in compute time.  
Furthermore this representation is not “purely” statistic: the different paths of the 
decision tree represent the semantic features of the corpus. The classification process 
introduces by itself semantic highlights.  

These results allow us to use our method as a means to get automatic scoring of 
opinions expressed in natural language. Although the scores are purely qualitative in 
this version, we plan to set up 4 categories: “positive”, “very positive”, “negative” 
and “very negative”. The rejected critics are categorized as neutral.  

3   Criteria Evaluation 

In the last section we have seen that the system is able to automatically attribute a 
score to a critic written in natural language. In our general presentation of the movie 
recommenders, we have focused our attention on the fact that the critics are related to 
n evaluation criteria (script, actors, image, music, etc.). It is then necessary to adapt 
the previous transcription “critic to score” for each dimension of the evaluation.  

A score relative to one given criterion is said to be a partial score. Extending the 
automated transcription described in section 2 to partial scores necessitates extracting 
fragments from the critics that are related to the evaluation criteria. We describe this 
mapping procedure in the following. 

In a second experiment, we have proposed our experts to split up the critics in text 
fragments w.r.t. the evaluation criteria of the RS. Each fragment is classified in one of 
the three classes, i.e. the three criteria: “Script” (C1) or “Actor” (C2) or “Movie Di-
rection” (C3). In our implementation, we use 192 fragments from 144 cinema movie 
critics.  64 fragments are attributed to each criterion. 

We have constructed 10 sets of 192 fragments. Each of these sets uses 174 frag-
ments to compute the decision trees, and 18 fragments for evaluation. The 174 frag-
ments are equally distributed in the three criteria, i.e. 58 fragments for each criterion. 
In the same way the 18 texts are distributed in 6 texts by criterion. 
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3.1   Performances Estimation for Criteria Classification Experiment  

Table 2. 
iFβ  values for the 10 training sets and three categories 

set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1

1
CF : Script 0.62 0.86 0.80 0.83 0.73 0.83 0.62 0.55 0.55 0.75 

2
1
CF : actor 0.3 0.92 1.00 0.83 0.83 0.91 0.83 0.91 0.91 0.74 

3
1
CF : movie Direction 0.73 0.67 0.86 0.67 0.42 0.77 0.36 0.57 0.57 0.64 

    The results are quite satisfying since the average for the iFβ  values is more than 

73%. 

3.2   Homogeneity for Criteria Classification Experiment  

The number of words in a tree goes from 32 at minimum to 41 at maximum. This 
representation reduction is rather drastic compared to the 5314 words of the corpus of 
this second experiment. The number of common words in all the trees is 12: it repre-
sents 29,3 % up to 37,5% of the total number of words in one tree. The total number 
of words used in the ten trees is only 82. As stated in the first experiment, the repre-
sentation space necessary to the classification task is quite limited and relevant. Each 
path from the top to a leaf of the tree represents a multi-word co-occurrence [6]. This 
notion of co-occurrence is to be related to semantic features of documents representa-
tion. There’s something more than statistics in the text analysis. 

4   The Recommendation System 

We give in the following a very short description of the complete movie RS as de-
scribed in [4]. The main goal of this section is to show the interest and role of the 
previous calculations in the complete RS processing. Sections 2 and 3 have automated 
the mapping of critics w.r.t. a set of criteria and the association of partial scores to 
them. These partial scores are then used in a multi criteria quantitative evaluation of 
movies. Multi criteria aggregation (MCA) is the basis of movies evaluation and rank-
ing in RSs. However, aggregation in RSs is usually reduced to its simplest form: av-
erage ratio or for the better weighted average ratio. We have proposed aggregation 
operators with richer semantics allowing to model different aggregation strategies for 
evaluation [5]. In this paper and for the sake of understanding, we have made up our 
mind to carry on the presentation with the weighed average operator as an illustration 
of the multi criteria analysis in the RS. The global score of a movie is thus a weighted 
average (WA) of the partial scores obtained for each evaluation criterion. The weights 
define the decisional strategy but the way they are determined is not discussed in this 
paper. Furthermore, several critics are available w.r.t. a given couple (movie, crite-
rion). It means that a first aggregation has to be processed to aggregate the partial 
scores w.r.t. this couple. A simple arithmetic average is considered in this paper for 
this first aggregation level. A grid evaluation (figure 1) of the movies candidates 
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according to a set of criteria is at the origin of the decision support functionalities. 
The basic idea of movies evaluation refers to collective choice theory, identifying the 
criteria as voters whose votes are the critics (the value judgments they convey), and 
the movies as candidates for election. The scores embodied in the critics and assigned 
in the grid allow the differing intensities of voter preferences to be taken into account: 
each vote is an evaluation of a movie i with respect to a criterion j. The overall score 
of a movie corresponds to the aggregate of partial preferences obtained for each crite-
rion, and can thus be equated with a criteria-driven election procedure. 
    The score associated to the critic corresponds to a degree of satisfaction that is 
converted into a color code ranging from non-satisfaction (red) to complete satisfac-
tion (green), and which may take any intermediate value (depending on the granular-
ity of the classifier described in section 2) . 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Multicriteria evaluation for movie critics 

    The evaluation process for the film lovers group is showed in Fig. 2. As soon as a 
critic is put in the knowledge base, it is first automatically mapped on the evaluation 
grid in a criteria line for a film column with the classification technique described in 
section 3. A score is then automatically attributed to the mapped critic through the 
transcription critic/score in section 2. Then the average scoring is computed in the cell 
where the critic has been mapped. The movie evaluation corresponding to the critic is 

automatically computed with the WA operator. 
1

( ) .
n

j
k j k

j

WA X xλ
=

=∑  where WA is the 

weighed average, jλ  the weight for criterion j, j
kx  the score for movie k w.r.t. crite-

rion j and n is the number of criteria. 

4.1   Argumentation 

For the considered aggregation operator, the best movie, noted 1X  is then obtained. 

By definition we have: 1, ( ) ( )ii WA X WA X∀ ≥ . We have shown in [12] how it’s possi-

ble to automatically extract the most outstanding critics from the knowledge base, i.e. 
the main discursive items that explain this ranking. The calculation details are given 
in [2][3] for more complex operators than WA ones. The basic idea of the algorithms 
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is to rewrite any mathematical entity necessary to the argumentation function as a 
ranked sum of criterion rating contributions to this mathematical entity (it corresponds 
to an interpretation of the relative importance of criteria in terms of marginal contri-
butions). For example, in the case of the WA operator, the reasons for which 
movie 1X is preferred to movie iX , is got by rewriting formula 1( ) ( )iWA X WA X− as:  

1 1
1 1

( ) ( ) .( ) ( )
n n

j j
i j i

j j

WA X WA X x x Contribution criterion jλ
= =

− = − =∑ ∑ . 

    Then, the most significant contributions are selected through order of magnitude 
reasoning. It provides the most determinant criteria { *}j in the choice of  1X rather 

than iX : justification is the basis of recommendation [3]. When the criteria 

{ *}j have been identified, the RS can then select the bets critics in the grid cells (1, 

{ *}j ) and the worst ones in the grid cells (i, { *}j ) in the knowledge base to eluci-

date the choice in natural language for the RS user. 

4.2   Reliability of the Classification 

Now consider the reliability of the classification for the film lover and customer of the 
RS. Let’s write ix  the vector of the partial scores obtained by movie iX . 

To define the decisional risk, i.e. the reliability of the recommendation, we propose to 
measure it according to a distance notion between movie 1X and movie iX , founded 

on the L1 norm and including the concept of improvement effort [4]:   

1 1 1 11
( , ) min ( ) ( )i i

i id WA WAδ δ= + =x x / x x
r r

1 

    The risk notion introduced is quite different of a conventional probabilistic one and 
is more in line with a sensitivity analysis of the movies ranking to any external infor-
mation disturbance. Thus on the basis of this distance, we define the decisional risk 
notion as the expression r associated with the movie classification stability defined as 

follows: 1

1..
1

( , )
1 min i

i p
i

d
r

n=
≠

= −
x x

 where p is the number of competing movies. 

    Thus, the lower the distance between 1X and its challengers, the more sensitive the 

ranking and the less reliable the selection of 1X : indeed a “small quantity of informa-

tion” (i.e. few but relevant critics) could be sufficient to modify the movies ranking. 
We consider that we are able to make a decision when the risk is going under a fixed 
threshold rC . This threshold defines the decision acceptability in this scheme. The 

calculus of 1( , )id x x gives the least effort to provide (in the sense of norm L1) in 

order that the evaluation of iX  should be at least equal to the one of 1X . This calculus 

enables to determine the criteria on which iX should (be) improve(d) first in order to 

improve as much as possible its overall score. In other words the expression 1( , )id x x  

provides the criteria where iX  must necessarily progress to reach 1X  with a minimal 

effort. Thus, the RS provides the film lovers with the sensitive or critical dimensions 
                                                           
1 When the aggregation operator is a WA this optimization problem is a mere simplex. 
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of the evaluations. The RS manager can also use this kind of information to relevantly 
complete his knowledge base with corresponding additional critics [5]. 
    Through the concept of risk and acceptability of the decision, we have defined a 
reaction feedback loop upon the content of the critics knowledge base used for the 
movies evaluation. Pointing out only the most relevant movies and criteria for which 
additional critics should be of great interest modifies the selection process dynamics. 
The management of the RS is thus represented as a control loop: the risk accompany-
ing the decision is the controlled variable and is strongly linked to the entropy of the 
knowledge base managed by the RS. Each of the three phases—Intelligence, Design, 
Choice—of the decision-making process is identified to a function of the control loop: 
actuator, process and regulator. This viewpoint thus proposes a way the iterative cog-
nitive phases—Intelligence, Design and Choice—which represent the Simon’s Hu-
man Sciences vision of the decision process, can be represented in a control theory 
framework. The cognitive loop of the Simon’s model of DMP, we evocated in the 
introduction, is seen as a control loop on the decisional risk, itself related to the en-
tropy of the critics corpus. 

5   Conclusion 

We have developed a Decision Making Support System combining both text-mining 
techniques for the information phase and multi criteria analysis techniques for the 
justification and selection phases of movies in a RS. This movies RS approach sup-
ports the idea of cognitive automation of collective decision-making process: the 
Simon’s cognitive and descriptive model of decision-making process is here inter-
preted in a cybernetic framework . Our RS is a synthetic tool to automate or to 
strongly support the information, evaluation, comparison, and selection steps in the 
web-recommenders problematic. This paper is focused on the automatic transcription 
from critics into scores. This step associated with an automatic critics mapping proce-
dure produce a complete automation of the information phase implied in the collec-
tive DMP implied in the RS. In this kind of DMP (Simon’s IPS model), the informa-
tion phase plays a major role and that’s why its automation is an essential step in the 
RS. Exhaustive cognitive automation, as proposed in this paper, is probably (and 
hopefully!) a utopian aim but should represent one ideal for the Computer Science 
and Process Control Theory communities in the era of numerical networks. Indeed 
knowledge acquisition and processing in always greater corpus are probably a more 
crucial problem to achieve the « righteous » decision than the search of an apparently 
optimal decision that relies on many modeling hypotheses and simplifications. That’s 
what Simon pointed out in 1947[21]!  
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